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Abstract
Financial management is the core of enterprise management,it is through the enterprise's
economic activities.It is alse the important component of the enterprise management,it
seeps to enterprise's each domain, each link.If the companies failed to keep pace with the
speed of the enterprises' development,it will face to these problems:weak financial
controls, financial risk,and it will be restricted to the healthy development of enterprise
groups.
With China's accession to the WTO,along with the massive influx of transnational
companies,it has brought more the challenges of economic globalization.Improving the
financial monitoring of the Tobacco Industry was causing people's attention, the study of
this issue is of practical significance.
According to above key points, we pay attention to the research and analysis of the
theory of the financial management, through research the main technical of J2EE
framework,get the new architecture for developing the financial system ;Auxiliary
accounts system using SSHA Structure,  with easy to implement, loosely Coupled with a
high degree of scalability.Card accounts systems using SSI Structure,and also using
JFreeChart to implement the chart function.
This thesis is based on the software engineering idea. It contains needs analysis, and
describes in detail the implementation process of the Financial Monitoring Platform from
various perspectives including framework and database design, developmental
environment configuration, testing, and other aspects of programming. We also discuss
how to integrate Struts, Spring, Hibernate, IBatis and Ajax framework in the actual
development of the system.
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